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KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

LARA 1F

suitable for panel and shower cabin assembling

The 1 function:

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

1

Function

ON/OFF,
warm/cold

pressure and temperature
infinitely adjustable

LARA 3F

suitable for panel and shower cabin assembling

1-3
Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

ON/OFF,
warm/cold

pressure and temperature
infinitely adjustable

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

The 3 functions:

LARA 1-5F

suitable for panel and shower cabin assembling

The 1-5 functions:
Various hand shower variants:
specific usable for all body parts

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

1

Function

1-3

Functions

1-5

Functions

ON/OFF,
warm/cold

pressure and temperature infinitely
adjustable

PIArain 4F

suitable for panel and shower cabin assembling

The 4 functions:

Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

4
Rain shower
soft, pleasant, relaxing shower rain

ON/OFF,
warm/cold
Shower/Massage

pressure and temperature infinitely adjustable

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

1-3

PIA 6F

suitable for panel and shower cabin assembling

The 6 functions:

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

1-5
Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

6
Upper torso massage
with gentle water jets
you spoil your body

ON/OFF,
warm/cold
Shower/Massage

pressure and temperature infinitely adjustable

PIA 7F

suitable for panel and shower cabin assembling

The 7 functions:

1-5

Infinitely
adjustable,
turnable

6
Height-adjustable
upper torso massage
with gentle water jets
you spoil your body

Back massage
concentrated,
partially refreshing
massage jet

7

ON/OFF,
warm/cold
Shower/Massage

pressure and temperature infinitely adjustable

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

TESSA 7F
suitable for wall assembling

The 7 functions:

1-5

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

6
Height-adjustable
upper torso massage
with gentle water jets
you spoil your body

Infinitely
adjustable,
turnable

Back massage
concentrated,
partially refreshing
massage jet

7

functions
ON/OFF,
warm/cold

pressure and temperature
infinitely adjustable

VERA 8F

suitable for panel and shower cabin assembling

The 8 functions:

Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

Infinitely
adjustable,
turnable

6
7

Spray jet KOLLERAIR

very gently, stimulating
spray rain from
aerial-fortified drops

Height-adjustable
upper torso massage
with gentle water jets
you spoil your body

ON/OFF,
warm/cold

pressure and temperature
infinitely adjustable

functions

8
Back massage
concentrated,
partially refreshing
massage jet

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

1-5

Clara 11F

suitable for panel and wall assembling

The 11 functions:

1-5
Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

6

Many other head
and hand shower
combinations
possible!

Head shower

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

KOLLERPOWERRAIN
From relaxing soft with
wide spreading…

7
…you can adjust infinitely
your individually desired
intensity…

8
9

Infinitely
adjustable,
turnable

Turning Button
with functions

…up to a strong, concentrated jet of water with
punctual massage effect.

Waterfallflood shower
like a natural waterfall – for
an absolutely new shower
feeling.

Revitalises! Your water like
fresh from natural spring
Protects! Your shower
from lime scale
Warm water supply
by thermostat

Back massage
Concentrated, partially
refreshing massage jet

10
Height-adjustable
upper torso massage
with gentle water jets
you spoil your body

11

LISA 8F

suitable for panel and shower cabin assembling

The 8 functions:

1-5
Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

6

Rain shower

7

Back massage
concentrated,
partially refreshing
massage jet

Height-adjustable
upper torso massage
with gentle water jets
you spoil your body

ON/OFF,
warm/cold

pressure and temperature
infinitely adjustable

Revitalises! your water like
fresh from natural spring
Protects! your shower
from lime scale
(installed behind the turning controller)

functions

8

Shower hose connection
anywhere mountable

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

Infinitely
adjustable,
turnable

LISA 9F

suitable for panel and shower cabin assembling

The 9 functions:
Function shower
specifically useable for all body
parts

1-5

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

Rain shower

7

Infinitely
adjustable,
turnable

Back massage
concentrated,
partially refreshing
massage jet

Height-adjustable
upper torso massage
with gentle water jets
you spoil your body

9

Revitalises! your water like
fresh from natural spring
Protects! your shower
from lime scale
(installed behind the turning controller)

functions

6

8

Spray jet
integrated in
rain shower

ON/OFF,
warm/cold

pressure and temperature
infinitely adjustable

Shower hose
connection
anywhere
mountable

LISA 10F

suitable for panel and shower cabin assembling

The 10 functions:

1-5
Infinitely
adjustable,
turnable

6
12 rain jets KOLLERRAIN
soft, pleasant, relaxing shower rain

7

4 variable whirl jets
KOLLERMIX

dynamic, activating water jet
with 3-directional, pressureadjustable massage effect

1 spray jet KOLLERAIR

very gently stimulating spray
rain from aerial-fortified drops

8

ON/OFF,
warm/cold

pressure and temperature
infinitely adjustable

functions

Revitalises! your water like
fresh from natural spring
Protects! your shower
from lime scale
(installed behind the turning controller)

Shower hose connection
anywhere mountable

9

Back massage
concentrated,
partially refreshing
massage jet

Height-adjustable
upper torso massage
with gentle water jets
you spoil your body

10

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

LISA 10F+

suitable for panel and shower cabin assembling

The 10 functions:

1-5

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

6

Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

Infinitely
adjustable,
turnable

Height-adjustable
upper torso massage
with gentle water jets
you spoil your body

Back massage
concentrated, partially refreshing
massage jet

7

8
Leg- and feet massage
gentle water jets
stimulate your legs

Combined upper
torso-, leg- and
feet massage

ON/OFF,
warm/cold

9

pressure and temperature infinitely
adjustable

various opportunities
for partial relaxation
or refreshment

functions

10
Combined back-,
leg- and feet massage

harmonious combination of
gentle, pleasant water jets
and dynamic massage jet

Revitalises! your water like
fresh from natural spring
Protects! your shower
from lime scale
(installed behind the turning controller)

Shower hose connection
anywhere mountable

LISA 11F+

suitable for panel and shower cabin assembling

The 11 functions:

1-5
Rain shower

7

6

Back massage
concentrated, partially refreshing massage jet

Height-adjustable
upper torso massage
with gentle water jets
you spoil your body

8

9
ON/OFF,
warm/cold

Leg- and feet massage
gentle water jets
stimulate your legs

pressure and temperature infinitely adjustable

functions

10

Combined upper
torso-, leg- and feet
massage

various opportunities for
partial relaxation or
refreshment

Revitalises! your water like
fresh from natural spring
Protects! your shower
from lime scale
(installed behind the turning controller)

Shower hose connection
anywhere mountable

Combined back-,
leg- and feet massage

harmonious combination of
gentle, pleasant water jets
and dynamic massage jet

11

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

Infinitely
adjustable,
turnable

Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

LISA 12F+

suitable for panel and shower cabin assembling

The 12 functions:

1-5

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

6

Infinitely
adjustable,
turnable

Rain shower

Spray jet
integrated in
rain shower

7

8

Back massage
concentrated,
partially refreshing
massage jet

9

Height-adjustable
upper torso
massage
with gentle water
jets you spoil your
body

Leg- and feet massage
gentle water jets
stimulate your legs

11

10

Combined upper torso-,
leg- and feet massage

various opportunities for partial
relaxation or refreshment

Combined back-, legand feet massage

harmonious combination of
gentle, pleasant water jets
and dynamic massage jet

12

ON/OFF,
warm/cold

pressure and
temperature
infinitely adjustable

functions

Revitalises! your water like
fresh from natural spring
Protects! your shower
from lime scale
(installed behind the turning controller)

Shower hose connection
anywhere mountable

LISA 13F+

suitable for panel and shower cabin assembling

The 13 functions:

1-5

Infinitely
adjustable,
turnable

Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

6

12 rain jets KOLLERRAIN
soft, pleasant,
relaxing shower rain

7

dynamic, activating water jet with 3-directional, pressure-adjustable massage effect

1 spray jet KOLLERAIR

very gently stimulating spray rain
from aerial-fortified drops

9

8

Back massage
concentrated,
partially refreshing
massage jet

Height-adjustable
upper torso massage
with gentle water jets
you spoil your body
ON/OFF,
warm/cold

pressure and temperature infinitely
adjustable

functions

Revitalises! your water like
fresh from natural spring
Protects! your shower
from lime scale
(installed behind the turning controller)

Shower hose connection
anywhere mountable

11

10

Leg- and feet massage
gentle water jets
stimulate your legs

12

Combined upper torso-,
leg- and feet massage

various opportunities for partial
relaxation or refreshment

13

Combined back-,
leg- and feet massage

harmonious combination of
gentle, pleasant water jets and
dynamic massage jet

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

4 variable whirl jets KOLLERMIX

TINA 10F

suitable for wall assembling

The 10 functions:

1-5
Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

6
12 rain jets
KOLLERRAIN
soft, pleasant,
relaxing shower rain

7

Infinitely
adjustable,
turnable

ON/OFF,
warm/cold
4 variable whirl jets
KOLLERMIX

pressure and temperature
infinitely adjustable

dynamic, activating water jet
with 3-directional, pressureadjustable massage effect

functions

8
1 spray jet KOLLERAIR

very gently stimulating spray
rain from aerial-fortified drops

Back massage
concentrated,
partially refreshing
massage jet

10

9

Height-adjustable
upper torso massage
with gentle water jets
you spoil your body

TINA 13F+
suitable for wall assembling

The 13 functions:

1-5
6

Infinitely
adjustable,
turnable

7

4 variable whirl jets
KOLLERMIX

dynamic, activating water jet
with 3-directional, pressureadjustable massage effect

functions

8

ON/OFF,
warm/cold

pressure and temperature
infinitely adjustable

12 rain jets KOLLERRAIN
soft, pleasant,
relaxing shower rain

9

1 spray jet KOLLERAIR

very gently stimulating spray
rain from aerial-fortified drops

Height-adjustable
upper torso massage
with gentle water jets
you spoil your body

Back massage
concentrated,
partially refreshing
massage jet

10

Combined upper torso-,
leg- and feet massage

various opportunities for partial
relaxation or refreshment

11
Leg- and feet massage
gentle water jets
stimulate your legs

13

12

Combined back-,
leg- and feet massage

harmonious combination of
gentle, pleasant water jets
and dynamic massage jet

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

NINA 23F
The 23 functions:

1-5
Function shower
specifically useable for
all body parts

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

6

Back massage
concentrated, partially
refreshing massage jet

7

Height-adjustable
upper torso massage
with gentle water jets
you spoil your body

8

Leg- and feet massage
gentle water jets
stimulate your legs

Combined upper
torso-, leg- and
feet massage

various opportunities
for partial relaxation or
refreshment

9
10

Combined back-,
leg- and feet massage

harmonious combination of
gentle, pleasant water jets and
dynamic massage jet

11
Feet massage
gentle water jets
stimulate your feet

NINA 23F
F

E
D

B

A

B

MAGIC JET
dynamic, activating water
jet with 3-directional,
pressure-adjustable massage effect

12-14

21

MULTI JET
dynamic, activating water jet
with 3-directional, pressureadjustable massage effect

A

15-17

Waterfall

D

E

MICRO JET
From relaxing soft with wide
spreading up to a strong, concentrated jet of water with punctual
massage effect.

B

KOLLERAIR
very gently stimulating
spray rain from aerialfortified drops

22

18-20

Rain jets
KOLLERRAIN
soft, pleasant, relaxing shower rain

23

F

C

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

C

NINA 23F+L
SHOWER LIGHT
Built-in shower head
lighting with Led Spot

and effect light chain.

7 different color effects merge into each
other or may be selected individually.

L
G

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

A

B

B

G

E

F
C

D

These hand showers are a part of our programme!

P-C-11014

P-C-11010

P-C-11012

P-C-11011

whirl.rkoller.com

P-C-11013

P-C-11009

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

KOLLER‘s
Hand shower
Sensations

5- Funktionen
Kopfgröße: d100mm
- Kopfgröße: mit
d100mm
0
Sp
Spray1505 AA Rev.
Rol
Anschluss:
G1/2"
Anschluss:
G1/2"
Blatt:
1
von
1
Oberfläche: chrom
Best. Nr.: P-C-11008-01
minimaler
Betriebsdruck:
2,5bar
Rain
- minimaler Betriebsdruck: 2,5bar
Rain
- maximale Durchflussmenge
- maximale Durchflussmenge
5
(bei 3bar): 18l/min (bei 3bar): 18l/min
- für
Durchlauferhitzer geeignet
- für Durchlauferhitzer
geeignet
1F.
1F.
Features: - Absperrmöglichkeit- Absperrmöglichkeit
The functions:
Merkmale:
Funktion:
4
- Strahlarteneinstellung
durch2F.
- Strahlarteneinstellung
durch
2
- Kopfgröße:
• head d100mm
size: d=100mm
drehbare
Scheibe
drehbare Scheibe
Spray
Rolly
3F.
• connection:
- Anschluss:
G1/2"-G1/2“
- Strahlart:
Rain, Spray und Rolly
Strahlart: Rain, Spray
und Rolly
• minimum
working
pressure:
- minimaler
Betriebsdruck:
2,5bar - 5 Funktionen:
- 5 Funktionen:
Rain
2,5bar
1F.:
Rolly
1F.:
Rolly
- maximale Durchflussmenge
• maximum flow
rate (at 3bar):
5F.
(bei 3bar):
18l/min2F.: Rain + Rolly 2F.: Rain + Rolly
18l/min
3F.: Rain
3F.: Rain
- für Durchlauferhitzer
geeignet
1F.
• suitable for tankless
water
heater 4F.: Rain + Spray
4F.: Rain
+ Spray
4F.
- Absperrmöglichkeit
• locking possibility
5F.: Spray
5F.: Spray
• types of jets selectable
through a
- Strahlarteneinstellung
durch
2F.
disc
drehbarerotateable
Scheibe
3F.
• type
of jets:Spray
Rain, Spray
Rolly Abmessungen:
Abmessungen:
- Strahlart:
Rain,
undand
Rolly

Rudolf Koller GmbH

ZU

230

The 5 functions:
Abmessungen:

230

Luna 5F

- 5 Funktionen:
Surface:
1F.: Rolly
Chrome
2F.: Rain
+ Rolly
3F.: Rain
4F.: Rain + Spray
5F.: Spray

AUF

ZU
AUF
G1 /2

1
Function: ROLLY

230

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

Rudolf-Koller-Straße 1
A-3902 Vitis

ZU

2

Function: RAIN + ROLLY

3

AUF

Function: RAIN

4

"
G1/2

Function: RAIN + SPRAY

5
Function: SPRAY

Order Number:
P-C-11008-01

"

5- Funktionen
Kopfgröße: d100mm
- Kopfgröße: mit
d100mm
0
Spray
Spray1505 AA Rev.
Rolly
Anschluss:
G1/2"
Anschluss:
G1/2"
Blatt:
1
von
1
Oberfläche: chrom
Best. Nr.: P-C-11008-02
minimaler
Betriebsdruck:
2,5bar
Rain
- minimaler Betriebsdruck: 2,5bar
Rain
- maximale Durchflussmenge
- maximale Durchflussmenge
5F.
(bei 3bar): 18l/min (bei 3bar): 18l/min
- für
Durchlauferhitzer geeignet
- für Durchlauferhitzer
geeignet
1F.
1F.
Features: - Absperrmöglichkeit- Absperrmöglichkeit
The functions:
erkmale:
Funktion:
4F.
- Strahlarteneinstellung
durch2F.
- Strahlarteneinstellung
durch
2F.
opfgröße:
• head d100mm
size: d=100mm
drehbare
Scheibe
drehbare Scheibe
Back
Rolly
3F.
• connection:
nschluss:
G1/2"-G1/2“
- Strahlart:
Rain, Spray und Rolly
Strahlart: Rain, Spray
und Rolly
• minimum
working
pressure:
minimaler
Betriebsdruck:
2,5bar - 5 Funktionen:
- 5 Funktionen:
Rain
2,5bar
1F.:
Rolly
1F.:
Rolly
maximale Durchflussmenge
• maximum flow
rate (at 3bar):
5F.
bei 3bar):
18l/min2F.: Rain + Rolly 2F.: Rain + Rolly
18l/min
3F.: Rain
3F.: Rain
ür Durchlauferhitzer
geeignet
1F.
• suitable for tankless
water
heater 4F.: Rain + Spray
4F.: Rain
+ Spray
4F.
bsperrmöglichkeit
• locking possibility
5F.: Spray
5F.: Spray
• types of jets selectable
through a
trahlarteneinstellung
durch
2F.
disc
rehbarerotateable
Scheibe
3F.
• type
of jets:Spray
Rain, Back
and
Rolly Abmessungen:
Abmessungen:
trahlart:
Rain,
und
Rolly

olf Koller GmbH

f-Koller-Straße 1
2 Vitis

AUF

ZU
AUF
G1 /2

1
230

Function: ROLLY

ZU

2

Function: RAIN + ROLLY

3

AUFFunction: RAIN

4

"
G1/2

Function: RAIN + BACK

5
Function: BACK

Order Number:
P-C-11008-02

"

3F.

KOLLER‘s Shower Sensations

The 5 functions:
bmessungen:

ZU

230

Funktionen:
Surface:
F.: Rolly
Chrome
F.: Rain
+ Rolly
F.: Rain
F.: Rain + Back
F.: Back

230

Sole 5F

G1 /2

"

DRAIN WITH SIPHON FOR SHOWER TRAYS
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KOLLER´s FLATSTAR

GINA
RI

ADVANTAGES:
››› Conformity with the norm EN274
››› Extremely flat – revolutionary siphon design - because of only 66.5 mm installation depth suitable also for
very low space conditions – nonetheless with high 50 mm water seal head for long lasting odour trap!
››› Usability – comfortably accessible from above and therefore very easy to clean.
Cover and dirt container engage very easily and stick nevertheless
››› Practical removable dirt container – collected dirt can be emptied very simply!
Special design of container ground, so that amassed hair do not stick
››› Functional flat cover – by extra smooth surface it is especially hygienic and easy to clean –
up to the drain pipe
››› Drainage 40/50 mm – for standard 50 mm, but is also compatible with 40 mm
››› Thick special sealing ring in drain outlet can compensate material unevennesses of the shower tub
››› Drain pipe adjustable to individual needs – for any height or inclination
››› Durable quality due to extra robust Polypropylene – for your safety!
››› Design cover available in white plastic and chrome

whirl.rkoller.com

whirl.rkoller.com

With more than 40 years experience in the whirlpool industry, Koller is proud of its
achievements. It was one of the first companies worldwide to install whirlpool technology into bath tubs and also to use brass in whirlpools.
Koller is worldwide the only company in this field that produces 100 % of its product
range in-house. Our production facilities are equipped with the latest technology
and our personnel is highly skilled.
Only in this way can we daily show our customer orientation through innovation,
quality, delivery reliability, flexibility and promptness.

Vitis plant

In our parent plant in Vitis (Austria) research and development, as well as metalworking, electroplating and electronics is located.
Our entire plastic production/development department as well as our toolmaking/moulds production is situated in
Jindrichuv Hradec (Czech Republic).
Jindrichuv Hradec (Neuhaus) plant

We have sales offices in Malta, Valencia, Prague, Moscow and London, as well as six big warehouses (Austria, Czech Republic,
Spain, Russia, Great Britain and China), where we store more than 50 million parts for you.

KOLLER Malta

KOLLER Spain

You’ll find the contact for your country at:

whirl.rkoller.com

KOLLER UK

At your service, worldwide!
Canada
Ukraine

Europe
Turkey

U.A.E

Tunisia Israel
Egypt
Bahrain

Thailand

China
Iran

India

Hong Kong

South Africa

You will find all our contact details at whirl.rkoller.com

RUDOLF KOLLER Ges.m.b.H.
A-1210 VIENNA
Brünner Straße 313-315
Tel.: +43/1/604 43 33
office.vienna.at@rkoller.com

A-3902 VITIS
Rudolf-Koller-Straße 1
Tel.: +43/2841/8207
office.vitis.at@rkoller.com

RUDOLF KOLLER spol.s r.o.
CZ-37701 JINDRICHUV HRADEC
Dolni Pena 201
Tel.: +420/384/370 410
office.jhradec.cz@rkoller.com
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